Galactic Travel Token
The Galactic Travel Token ($GTT) summary
The Galactic Travel Token ($GTT) will fuel all experiences in our ever-expanding ecosystem.
$GTT is an ERC-20 token built on the Polygon Chain (a Layer-2 scaling solution that drastically
improves the functionality of the Ethereum blockchain).

Why $GTT?
Every year, gamers spend considerable amounts of time and money on their favorite games in
order to achieve milestones, advance their progression or simply experience a different
environment. Nevertheless, these investments continue to go unrewarded as players can never
claim ownership of their in-game assets. Everything that the player has earned by committing
endless hours and resources can be taken away at any moment by the game publishers. This
can have a detrimental effect on the longevity of games and pushes committed players away
reducing retention and engagement.
Like all things, the gaming industry has gone through many changes since its inception. Terms
like Pay-to-Play gave way to Free-to-Play and eventually to the dreaded Pay-to-Win. Though
some of these models have been more successful than others, they equally lack two things:
●
●

Value the players time
Creating a sense of true ownership from the player

These have always been flaws of the traditional gaming industry; flaws that we are looking to
address.
Enter the Play-to-Earn model which is simplicity in itself: players are compensated for playing.
We firmly believe that the player's time is valuable and as such must be rewarded. This is done
in the form of our $GTT token. As the core currency within the games ecosystem, $GTT is
designed to enrich the Play to Earn loop, which holders can use to craft new NFTs, make
in-game purchases and stake for extra rewards. One of the unique aspects of our economy is
the Staking Rewards Pool (all NFTs used in the game can be staked to earn passively).

$GTT Objectives
The main goal of $GTT is to instill in the player a sense of True Digital Ownership. By awarding
an ERC20 players can easily exchange their tokens for in-game assets or exchange them with
other players in a safe and secure way without a middleman. They will own their potentially
appreciating in-game assets until they decide to part with them. This means that players
spending time and tokens for in-game items will be able to actively work to increase their value.

By granting players ownership of their assets, we allow them to create value for themselves,
other players and the Developers bringing into existence a true alignment of incentives. This
will in turn create a vibrant economy and an increased demand for $GTT.

Earning $GTT
$GTT can be earned in multiple ways through our ecosystem.

● Beyond Earth (BOE)
○ Selling your Items in the Marketplace
○

Completing Quests and Achievements in game
○ Winning in PvP Tournaments combat
■ Betting on Outcomes
○ Crafting rare items for other players
○ Staking your NFTs

● Galactic Travelers Club
○ Staking an NFT from a supported collection
○ Getting lucky gambling in our Casino
○ Winning in Minigames
○ Completing reward Missions
●

Dungeon Brawlers
○ Dungeon Brawlers will be a new take on MOBA style games, where
players compete versus other teams while progressing through levels

● Other Ways
○ Liquidity Pools
○ Staking $GTT
○ Community Rewards
■ Giveaways
■ Rewards for Contests
■ Participation Milestones
■ Referrals

Spending $GTT
GTT Uses are as varied as our ecosystem and the list below is just a sample of the
uses. More information can be found by visiting the respective websites for each
project.
● Galactic Travelers Club
○ Spend GTT on this social space metaverse in the following activities
■ Mint new NFTs
■ Travel between galaxies and explore distant regions with friends
■ Buying and Customizing Characters
■ Buying land
■ Buying or Building your house
■ Buying a planet
■ Playing Minigames
■ Betting at our Space Casino
■ Learn more at https://galactictravelers.io
● Beyond Earth
○ GTT is the currency of our amazing final frontier universe. It can be used
for:
■ Buying and Customizing Characters
■ Purchasing Items, Upgrades and Vehicles
■ Crafting
■ Playing Minigames
■ Space travel through the system
■ Engaging in PVP Battles and Tournaments
■ Learn more at: https://beyondearthonline.io
● Dungeon Brawlers
○ Under development, more information coming soon
● More Coming
○ Join our Discord and follow our socials to keep informed of our upcoming
projects

Note: Incentives and special items are given to players who own native NFTs from our current
collections (Baked Bear or Aped Punk).

GTT Stats
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Name: Galactic Travel Token
Ticker: $GTT
Blockchain: Polygon
Max Supply: 2,000,000,000
Coinmarketcap: $GTT

Token Distribution

Allocation Type

Token Amount

% of the total supply

Vesting Time

Team

600,000,000

30%

Supply based

Private Sale

300,000,000

15%

Supply based

Seed sale

60,000,000

3%

Supply based

Public sale

60,000,000

3%

Supply based

Marketing and
Ecosystem

100,000,000

5%

Supply based

Liquidity

120,000,000

6%

Supply based

Play to Earn

600,000,000

30%

Supply based

Tournaments

160,000,000

8%

Supply based

2,000,000,000

100%

Supply based

Total

Token Cycle
Play game → Earn $GTT → Spend $GTT → Trade for Eth or another NFT →Play
Game

